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ABSTRACT 

A system of equations describing the general behavior of a 

"steam flood" or oil displacement by means of steam in a homogeneous, 

one-dimensional non-capillary model formation is here derived. 

An aspect of the steam flood is the displacement of oil by hot 

water after the steam has condensed. An example of this hot water 

displacement was solved numerically for typical reservoir conditions. 

Heat losses to the overlying and underlying formations were included, 

and certain simplifying assumptions were made to facilitate numerical 

treatment of the problem by the method of characteristics. General 

trends of the dependence of temperature and water saturation on time 

and distance in the direction of flow were determined. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the last ten years, the oil industry has been induced to carry 

out research on new methods of oil recovery. The main reason is because 

too much oil is left in the ground after traditional methods of produc¬ 

tion have been employed. The water flood method can recover up to 40$ 

of the oil in a formation, under favorable conditions. There are, how¬ 

ever, several reservoirs with billions of barrels where the predicted 

water flood recovery is not more than 10$ of the oil in place. This 

low recovery is a characteristic of heavy oils, with low API gravities 

and very high viscosities on the order of thousands of centipoises. 

The process of displacement of one fluid by another in a porous 

medium depends on the ratio of the two flows and the flow characteris¬ 

tics of the reservoir and the fluids. The flow displacement process 

can be improved by reducing the viscosity of the displaced fluid. 

Supplying heat to the reservoir is currently known as "thermal 

recovery" of oil. Even though patents for this process were granted 

as early as 1904, only within the last ten years has great interest 

developed in the technique, as evidenced by the many articles on this 

subject in the literature. Thermal methods started with hot water floods. 

Steam is also used because of its large heat of condensation. In this 

case the process is called a steam flood. The increased recovery 

obtained by these methods has drawn the attention of the oil industry, 

and a great deal of research on these methods is being carried out, 

mainly because the economic picture is not too satisfactory. Even 
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though greater recovery is obtained, the cost of putting steam into 

the reservoir may be higher than the profit obtained by the corres¬ 

ponding increase of recovery. 

Heat losses are very significant in the steam flood process. 

Part of them are to the overlying and underlying formations, but heat 

is also lost as the steam flows from the surface to the point of injec¬ 

tion in the sand face. Several authors(-*-3) have treated this problem 

of loss between the surface and the injection point in detail. These 

heat losses represent a great reduction in energy; nevertheless, the 

amount of energy left is supposed to make the profit, and it does if 

the process is properly planned and predicted. 

(15) 
Because of these reasons several technical papersv have appeared 

in the literature on ways to predict temperature distributions, and 

several others have been written on the displacement process at high 

temperatures^. 

The scope of this thesis is: (l) The development of one-dimen¬ 

sional energy and displacement equations for the case of steam injection 

to a reservoir of specific initial saturation conditions. The reservoir 

is assumed homogeneous and horizontal. (2) The solution of these 

equations for the case of a hot water flood with certain simplifica¬ 

tions and inclusion of heat loss to the overlying and underlying 

formations. A derivation of an analytical expression for the fractional 

flow as a function of a dimensionless temperature and saturation is also 

introduced. This derivation has been obtained from data of heavy oil 

reservoirs. The equations are solved by the method of characteristics 

to obtain temperature and saturation distributions. Several assumptions 
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have been made to determine the trend of the solution. Averaged 

constant values of the fluid properties have been used, and for 

simplicity the product of the density times the specific heat of 

each fluid were considered identical. Solutions were obtained both 

with the effective heat transfer coefficient between the producing 

and overlying and underlying formations taken to be constant, and 

with it assumed to vary with time. 

The numerical integration was done on a 1620 IBM Computer. 
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II. BASIC RELATIONS FOR A STEAM FLOOD 

A. General Reservoir Considerations 

In order to describe the displacement mechanism between 

fluids of different density in a porous medium, some physical 

(4) 
properties of the reservoir have to be defined.' ' 

1. Porosity, Permeability, and Saturation 

a. Porosity (0) is the volumetric capacity of an oil-bearing 

rock to hold fluids. It is defined as a fraction of the 

bulk volume. 

b. Permeability (k) is the term used to define the ability 

of fluids to flow through the rock. It is a property of 

the rock and not of the fluid which flows through it pro¬ 

vided that the pore space of the rock is 100$ saturated 

by the fluid. The permeability of a rock at 100$ satura¬ 

tion of a single fluid is called absolute permeability 

of the rock. If there are two fluids or more in the 

pore space, different values of permeability are obtained 

for the different components. These values are called 

effective permeabilities. If we have a core whose pore 

volume is filled with 70$ oil and 30$ water, we then 

have an effective permeability to oil (kQ) and an effective 

permeability to water (kw). Permeability is measured in 

millidarcies. We shall see the functional form and units 

of permeability in the next section when Darcy*s law is 

defined. 
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c. Saturation. The fraction of a pore volume occupied by a 

given fluid is defined as the saturation of that fluid. 

When there is more than one fluid present in the pore 

volume, the saturation of each fluid will be some fraction 

less than unity. For example, take a volume of reservoir 

V. The pore volume is V0 where 0 is the porosity. If the 

pore volume is filled with one-third water and two-thirds 

oil by volume, the water saturation Sy is 0.33 and the oil 

saturation SQ is 0.67* The relation that Sw + SQ = 1 

always holds. Also, if there is some gas in the pore volume, the 

corresponding relation is Sy + SQ + Sg = 1. 

2. Darcyfs Law. Experimental studies on the flow of water through 

unconsolidated sand filter beds gave Henry Darcy in 1856 the 

basis to formulate a law describing such flow. This law has 

been extended to describe the movement of other fluids, and often 

two or more immiscible fluids in a porous media. Darcy’s law 

can be expressed in the following way: 

(1) 

for the case of a one-dimensional non-capillary flow, 

v - - -h- 4E ^ JA 

where x is the direction of fluid flow. The proportionality 

(2) 

constant k is the permeability. This equation holds for laminar 

flow. It can be stated as: "The velocity of a homogeneous 

fluid in a porous medium, is directly proportional to the pressure 

gradient, and inversely proportional to the fluid viscosity." 
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Here V is the apparent velocity and is equal to 

where ^ is the volumetric flux vector and A is the apparent 

area normal to ^ . We use the term "apparent" because 

A includes the area of the rock material as well as the area 

of the pore channels. The viscosity J*- is measured in 

centipoises. 

The negative sign indicates that if the flow is taken as 

positive in the positive x-direction, then the pressure de¬ 

creases in that direction so that the dp/dx would be negative. 

Darcy's law does not apply to flow within individual pore 

channels but to portions of the rock whose dimensions are 

reasonably large compared with the size of the pore channels. 

In a way, it is a statistical law that averages out the behavior 

of many pore channels. 

We can define the unit of permeability based on this concept 

of fluid flow in reservoirs. It is called a darcy. A rock 

of one darcy permeability is one in which a fluid of one centi- 

poise viscosity will move at a velocity of one centimeter per 

second under a pressure gradient of one atmosphere per centi¬ 

meter. This is a fairly large unit compared to the values 

obtained from different producing rocks; therefore, it is 

usually expressed in millidarcies, one millidarcy being 0.001 darcy. 

a. The mobility. The ratio k is defined as the mobility A 
7* 

It can be defined as a constant of proportionality relating 

the velocity and the pressure gradient. We will see later on 
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3- 

that the mobility is an important factor in the displace¬ 

ment mechanism. 

Mobility Ratio, Relative Permeability Curves, and Fractional Flow. 

If we now apply DarcyTs law and the concepts of mobility and 

effective permeability to the simultaneous horizontal flow of 

oil and water in a reservoir, we obtain 

for water 

_ _ Ww ciP 
A ~ . d X, 

and for oil 

^ .U. O d* 

(3) 

where 1% and kQ are the effective permeabilities to water and 

oil,respectively. The ratio of the flows is given by the relation 

% (4) 
k-o 

where c[w and q.Q are the flows of water and oil across the cross 

sectional area A at the point x. 

The mobility ratio M is defined by the formula 

(5) M = Aw 
h o 

%L 
% 

Another important term is the relative permeability and is 

defined as the ratio of the effective permeability to the abso¬ 

lute permeability. That is, 

K 
kw 

K fo - 

and 
1 

(6) 
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When we use permeability ratios, it is immaterial whether the 

relative permeability ratio or the effective permeability ratio 

is employed; that is, 

^ U (7) 
. ruj —. 

To 

The values of relative permeability are always less than 

unity when more than one fluid is present in the pore volume. 

This shows a relation between the relative permeability and the 

fluid saturation. 

Figure 1 shows a typical plot of oil and water relative per¬ 

meability curves for a particular rock as a function of water 

saturation. 

Starting at 100$ water saturation, the curve shows that a 

decrease in water saturation to 85$ (or an equivalent increase 

in oil saturation to 15$) sharply reduces the relative perme¬ 

ability to water from-100$ down to 60$. At this 85$ water sat¬ 

uration or 15$ oil saturation, the relative permeability to oil 

is zero. This value of 15$ oil saturation is called the "critical 

saturation" or the "residual oil saturation". This is the point 

at which oil begins to flow as oil saturation increases. The 

oil saturation cannot be reduced below this point. As the oil 

saturation increases beyond 15$ or the water saturation decreases 

from 85$* the relative permeability to water also decreases; and 

the relative permeability to oil increases. At 20$ water satur¬ 

ation the water is immobile and the relative permeability to oil 

is high. 
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Figure 2 shows the variation of the relative permeability 

ratio versus water saturation. We can notice that the central 

portion of the curve is quite linear when ko/kw is plotted on 

the log scale of semilog paper. 

The Fractional Flow^^ 

Another parameter that will appear very often in the calcu¬ 

lations is the fractional flow and is defined hy the formula 

or 

+ 3fa 

L- ' 

(8) 

Fractional flow is dependent on saturation because the 

relative permeability ratio is a function of saturation. It is 

also a function of temperature because the viscosity ratio changes 

with the temperature. 

k. The Buckley-Leverett Displacement Mechanism'* J 

Consider a linear bed that contains oil and water as shown 

in Figure 3 where the conditions of isotropy and flow in the x 

direction have been assumed. 

y. 

Figure 3 



Let q be the Siam of the volume flows of the two phases, 

which will he taken to he constant at all cross sections because 

the densities of the two fluids will be assumed constant. 

The water saturation of the volume element of cross sectional 

area A and length dx is which is a function of time and distance. 

Suppose now that we displace oil from the volume element 

during the time interval <=4. Since the volume of water inside 

the element at any given time is where A and 0 are 

constants, the rate at which the volume of water increases in 

the element is 

X (9) 

If fw is the fraction of water in the total flow q, then fw 

■is the rate at which water enters the left side of the element. 

The fraction of water at the right face will be different by an 

, so that the rate at which water leaves 

the element through the right face will be 

amount C'>*r)t C^"K' 

C -*• ( 1LW\CJX. 5 • A 

The net inflow of water into the element is therefore 

_ d 
■2>’* 

Equating the expressions for the rate at which the volume of 

■3..A 
(10) 

water in the element increases with the expression for the net 

inflow gives 
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If we assume constant oil and water viscosities, we have 

^w = (®w^ anc^ ^w = ^w 

so if we use the chain rule on equation (ll), we obtain 

cm -- ^ 
 ;   fvsi 

3^- 

^vs/ I 

>>r), 
(lib) 

which can also be expressed as 

<jf*. » ( * . (lie) 
<2$ dSw CSSw/^^. 

In the method of calculating saturation distribution, we are 

interested in the travel velocity of a plane of constant saturation. 

If we express this saturation function as a total differential, 

we have 

(12) 

and for a constant saturation, we have dSv = 0 or 

* 
at. 

Substituting this ratio in equation (lie), we obtain 

(13) 

ch 

d-t SS 

4b d£- (14) 

If q is constant and since for any Sw the derivative 

constant for each S the rate dx is constant. 
dt 

d IS 

Equation (l4) implies that the distance a plane of constant 

saturation Sw advances is proportional to time and to the de¬ 

rivative ^ d at that saturation, or 
<-4 

XL - 
SVN/ 

(15) 
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This is the Buckley-Leverett displacement equation. 

B. Derivation of the Energy Equation 

In this section we shall derive an energy balance for a one¬ 

dimensional noncapillary reservoir model. It is further assumed that 

the flow is parallel to the horizontal axis (x) and the overlying 

and underlying formations are also parallel to this axis, as shown 

in Figure (4). The thickness of the bed is D,' and we examine a 

section of unit width. 
Q. 

This element has a water saturation STr and an oil saturation S^. w o 

Its pore volume is 0dV where 0 is the porosity. We now consider a 

three-phase flow (vapor, oil, and water) in this element and make an 

energy balance within this control volume. The energy equation for 

an open thermodynamic system can be expressed as 



' Rate of increase of \ 

internal and kinetic 

energy within a 

control volume 

Net rate of conduction 

+ 1 of heat into control 

volume 

Net rate of convection 'N 

of internal and kinetic l 

energy into the control \ 

\volume 

I Net rate at which work 

+ \ is done on the material 

^within the control volume 

Let us first analyze the rate of increase of internal and kinetic 

energy within the control volume. This can be expressed as 

where: —Kvc = 

= 

ft.- 

fwv = 

p.. = 

= 

v = 

= 

(L>ov ~ 

fr = 

(Lr - 

K.E. = 

4>- 

saturation of water (liquid phase) 

saturation of oil (liquid) 

vapor phase saturation — fS DV ^ Ovyv 

density of water (liquid) 

density of water (vapor) 

density of oil (liquid) 

density of oil (vapor) 

internal energy of water per unit mass (liquid) 

internal energy of water per unit mass (vapor) 

internal energy of oil per unit mass (liquid) 

internal energy of oil per unit mass (vapor) 

density of rock matrix 

internal energy of rock matrix per unit mass 

kinetic energy terms which will be disregarded because 

of their small magnitude in slow flow of this nature, 

porosity 
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The net rate of convection of internal and kinetic energy into 

the control volume is 

“V [v/u^Wklfwi, -V iwv ^TsV'/ K*£ ]) KU ■ (18) 

where: lCu= velocity of oil (liquid) 

velocity of oil (vapor) 

(19) 
"Vwu= velocity of water (liquid) 

%**= velocity of water (vapor) 

These velocities are defined as a flow rate per unit area A, or 

in other words, a volume per unit cross sectional area of forma¬ 

tion per unit time. 

The net rate of conduction into the control volume is treated 

by defining an effective thermal conductivity K for the matrix 

and fluid within the control volume. This thermal conduction is 

in the direction of fluid flow. Also, heat losses to the overlying 

and underlying formations are included. These losses, Q, are 

expressed in terms of a heat loss per unit area of interface between 

the formation and the overlying and underlying beds. We shall see 

later on the nature of this loss term. The rates of longitudinal 

conduction into the element and losses to the overlying formations 

can be combined into the following expression: 

(20) 

Finally the fourth term, the net rate at which work is done on 

the fluid within the control volume shown in Figure (5), can be 

analyzed in the following way: 
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The rate at which work is done on the material within the con¬ 

trol volume is 

V TT‘ A f (21) 

in which ci F is the differential force exerted on the material in¬ 

side by the material outside, across each element of surface, and 

is the local velocity of the point of application of the force. 

In this case 

t&jf-AF - . (22) 

Here Vv is the vapor phase velocity, which is the same for both oil 

and water, and fw» and Pwo are the partial pressures on the water 

vapor and oil vapor phases^ respectively, which are related by the 

following expression: 

‘F£v + ris/v = P (23) 

The velocities can be expressed as follows: 



- IT - 

=• 

fwi— 

•Cw sa 
rh 6U 

fou- 

rr 

fwv 

TS 

rT>o^ 

fov 

(24) 

Here the m's are the mass flow rates per unit area. Substituting the 

values of (24) into (22) and noting that , we obtain 

=-!*[( t'g->.(25) 

}h 

The mass flow rale of vapor is defined as 

J= niyl/ V "V 

Pwv -V poV 

Using this definition and the enthalpy function 

K = a. * f 

or in a different form 

_P _ V* - <L- 

we can write Equation (25) as 

V, dt -   ^ lirwhoi- -V Wwt^wu -V <^ov ^lov +■ - _ ^ \n 
L 

_5t [ vV\0)_<£.fc(_ + vV'wu^WL. + v^ov'C.v + m-wv<£wv 

ci* 

ci K 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 
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Adding all the terms of the energy equation (17), (l8), (20), and 

(29), we see that the second term of (29) cancels the components of 

(l8) and using the relation <£= h--£ gives 

I pwv (wuk WL Kw\/ ■+ 4 vQ>y in04 Q) 

( 4- Pr-£-c(,\-$ y^- 4> ^ = (30) 

- -2.r YT\ -v nnv *4 vn fwu.,. 4 m. -^x y -*■ r'>w, n»«j -4 Mv.l_rv«lL.4 VTn w VVov ^ 4 -'Z 

This is the basic energy equation for a steam flood in a one-dimen¬ 

sional noncapillary homogeneous model. 

C. Amplication of Darcy’s Law to the Liquid and Vapor Phases in the 

Element 

From what was explained about Darcy's experiment in Section A2, 

we can immediately write Darcy's equations for the components flow¬ 

ing through our control volume and under the same assumptions of 

(3) 
noncapillarity and one-dimensionality 

For water (liquid): 

hku. = - 

h dLx, 
n - 

For oil (liquid): 

d*. 
h 

\ 4S. 
(31) 

For the vapor phase: 

« - 
k_ 4P _ 

yJ cd*. r = - Xv4D 
s 
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Here T'fv is the vapor velocity defined by equation (28) and 

is the mobility of the vapor phase. This mobility of the vapor 

phase is identical for the oil and the water vapors respectively. 

Actually, for heavy oils to which the steam flood is applicable, 

the amount of oil vapor present is small compared with the steam 

present, and the oil vapor can be disregarded. 

D. The Continuity Equations for Each Component in the Pore Volume 

We can apply the continuity equation to the components in the 

pore volume 0dV. 

For water (liquid and vapor): 

0 Q _ ^ Pwj.Svtu4' Pw 4 (32a) 

For oil: 

■” . 

r 

J 
r
 

r \ in
 

t _ ^ 

- ■3JC 

+ 0°
 

< l/N
 

0 < 

'art. L J 

(32b) 

If we assume that all the vapor phase is formed by water vapor and 

no oil, equation (32b) can be expressed as 

(32c) 
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E. Summary of All Equations. Relations With the Unknown Parameters 

We have derived one energy equation and two equations of con¬ 

tinuity: 

x\ 
~it I 

kwu -*■ ‘Swv^wvVlwV -V Sou Pou U.u + h*. 

?r-<Lr- C 

t 

■V ^KJ V Cw ^ (J) 

ft-t l-Svgu-^V^ 

(33) 

The Darcy relations are not independent of the continuity. 

Through the Darcy expression, we can eliminate the velocity in 

terms of the mobility and pressure gradients. If we do this, we 

have the following unknowns: 

SvV U V ■p. 
; (34) 

We must remember that the oil saturation is given by the pore 

volume relation that we have defined: 

Sou = Q V - 'Swu- Sw.') 

It appears that the problem we have here described is defined by 

.three equations (33) and four unknowns (34); but there is, however, 

a fourth equation which relates the pressure and the temperature when 

the water vapor is present. This equation expresses the 

equilibrium relations between the liquid and the vapor; therefore, 
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our problem has an equal number of equations and unknowns. This 

is the case when we have both liquid components and the vapor or, 

in other words, bwi. ^ o j ‘Sw/ ^ © • Through laboratory 

experiments, two other conditions are identified in a reservoir. 

The conditions very close to the well-bore can be described by a 

water vapor phase and an oil phase or *=>'*/ u «■- o . In this case we 

also have an equal number of equations and unknowns. 

Finally, the conditions ahead of the steam bank, after the 

steam condenses when it meets a cooler reservoir, imply that there 

is no vapor present or o , and we have again three equations 

and three unknowns. 

The general relations controlling a steam flood have been derived 

in this analysis. Each fluid property appearing in equations (33) 

can be taken to be determined by pressure and temperature. 

The heat transfer to the overlying and underlying formation 

can be expressed by an average heat transfer coefficient K times 

a temperature difference AT" - T-T"** 

where T* = local formation temperature 

= original reservoir temperature. 

In practice, the form of K would be a function that decreases 

with time, W-= h(t) , because we need to account for the transient 

heat transfer in the adjacent formations. 
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III. SIMPLIFICATION OF THE EQUATIONS OF PART II 

FOR ALL OIL AND HOT WATER SYSTEM 

We have derived in the preceding chapter the basic relations in¬ 

volving liquid and vapor phases flowing through porous media. Steam 

was taken as the displacing fluid. 

Evidently the problem is very complex and solving these equations 

simultaneously would be very difficult. 

In this section we shall derive the basic equations for the 

displacement of oil by hot water, and one example will be solved with 

the assumption that the products of the density and specific heat for 

each component are equal; in other words, this product is the same for 

the displacing fluid as well as the displaced fluid. This assumption 

is not realistic, but it allows one to decouple the energy and the 

displacement equations and obtain the general trends of the temperature 

and the saturation dependence on distance and time. A heat loss is 

used in the energy equation. 

For use in solving the equations, an analytical expression for 

the fractional flow as a function of temperature and saturation is 

derived, based on actual field data from heavy oil reservoirs. 

A reservoir where this method of recovery is used, normally contains 

a viscous, heavy oil of 6000+ cp. Water displacement at original reservoir 

temperature does not have much effect because of the extremely low mobility 

ratio. A temperature increase will reduce the viscosity of the oil and 

increase the mobility ratio. 
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J. F. Fayers^^ derived and solved similar equations for a hot 

water flood but did not have a heat loss term in them. He did not 

assume equal values for the products of P and C. for each fluid. 

A. The Energy Equation: 

Let us now look at a simplified problem of two phases, oil 

and hot water, flowing through the same control volume used to 

derive the general energy equation. Making the same analysis 

of energy balance and considering that all the terms with wv and 

ov subindices are zero, we arrive at: 

(f) + (r + K^.e. 
•at 

If we assume for simplicity 

Hwi_ =r | 

^0|_ S ^»,.T 

<Z.r = C.r~T 
and neglect 22. <i>, we obtain 

(38) 

Kouj ^ 4 

4 rv\0 ^ou Uou 

(39) 

This is the energy equation for a hot water flood. 

B. Darcy's Equations: 

A direct application from Darcy's equation to this problem 

can be obtained by disregarding the vapor phase terms in equations 
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(31) of Part 1. 

For Oil: 

To , ^3 4? 4E 
r» dx d x. 

For Water: (4o) 

"C dfT * - 4J? 
/-*w olx. cd X 

These equations apply for a horizontal, noncapillary, one¬ 

dimensional flow. 

C. The Continuity Equations: 

Disregarding the vapor phase in equations (32a) and (32b), we 

obtain: 

For Water: 

For Oil: 

= 4> 

D. 

In this case, the saturation relation is 

So + = 1 

The Displacement Equation: 

If we combine the continuity equation and Darcy's law, we 

can obtain a displacement equation, that is similar to the 

Buckley-Leverett equation. From continuity and Darcy's law, 

we have 

and 

P.iUU) * 

If we multiply (a) by Pa \c 

_ '%$££. (k 
~Z-kr ' 

- a tf, 
D *=■ 

and (b) by (w Xw 

(a) 

(42) 

0>) 

and subtract, 

we can eliminate 
"3N 
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* ■*t. 

^ fw K /Aw 3( «-£*)■. 
“2»t 

J J 
>SV 

>/fc 

And if we take 

A* = Ao ( ;^.T) 

and \w = Aw 

we can see that 

~e) ^ w m IV | + VXy I I vr 
■SrA 'SSw \T ■^r |sw a k 

and 

' 
1 '-r'*’ H s: 

** 3 IT a-r w* 
and show that 

— VY - \Zr 
at ^So >T 

(43) 

(44) 

4 UJ - ^ w -V )i e 
for the fractional flow, 

so that 

and 
ife, ~ ^ ^ 

Xvx3 

Avx> *v 

Aui 

-) 

"vf *T w To- 
■) 

(45) 

Here the following definition was used, 

Vr -5 (^W -V Xo^) ) 

which indicates that \Jr - \A«-* \/© is the total flow per cross 

sectional area. Also employed was the definition 

Xv/ 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

Equation (46) is the displacement equation. 

The hot water flood then will he defined by the energy equa¬ 

tion. 
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~2)fc 
! <~tv. W "V 

and the displacement equation ) (50) 
^ •juj t _ Vr 2T ■»- 

The solution of this system of equations will give us the 

temperature and saturation in the reservoir as'functions of x 

and t. 

Assumptions for the Solution of the System of Equations 

Before attempting any solution to these equations, the fol¬ 

lowing assumptions will he made: 

1. The conductive heat transfer in the direction of flow is very 

il 
small compared with the convective term. This makes R 

2. The product of the density and the specific heat for each 

phase are considered identical; that is, C* . 

Although this is a crude simplification, it will decouple the 

equations. Furthermore, the terms P and CL will he consid¬ 

ered constant rather than variable with temperature. In the 

example solved, the values of P and C are taken as the 

arithmetic average between their extreme values at the tem¬ 

perature range considered. 

3. The heat loss to the overlying and underlying formations is 

equal to the product of a heat transfer coefficient h and 

. the temperature difference ZLT = “T-— , 
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where T is the local reservoir temperature and is the 

original reservoir temperature. We develop later a func¬ 

tional form for h. Making these three assumptions, our 

system of equations (50) is reduced to: 

Energy 

— f fvV Cw Vvv 

Displacement 

P0Co(s.t-£w') f) 

f0CoVo^T~ — 

+ fVCr(,-«5)W 

V\h--T^) 
D 

_ Vr ~c> j-w a Vr 

~2>t >T 

F. Nondimensional Form of the System of Equations: 

Before we start on the method of solution, the following trans¬ 

formations will he made in the system of equations. 

1. Divide the energy equation by P0C0 -+ ^VJCUJ, which by assump¬ 

tion 2 is the same as dividing by 

We obtain 

. w 

bT 
A >L = - ■& - CCT—^ 

Where 

A $■ PrCr -0"^) ; "£> = Wr 

fw CvJ 

We now introduce the nondimensional variables 

(52) 

_b__ .L • 
fwCw 3> (53) 

1D _ ) J " “u > 

Here Te is the fluid injection temperature and \ is a char¬ 

acteristic length in the reservoir. First, equation (52) can 

be reduced to the form 

r= Vr t 
U. .(54) 
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A 
- -Si-K^) -d 

1 - 

and completing the nondimensionalizing process gives 

1^. = - *4^^ - /3-e- , 

where 

and 

Equation (55) is a nondimensional energy equation. 

The boundary conditions are 

1 

"T © 

f = o 
X. >o 

- T at C=> 

The Displacement Equation 

— VT 

can be converted into 

“2>fc 

■& 

— 'N/V ^1 

_ c' B C' 
-2>-^ 's -^e ■5? Z>? 

(55) 

1 { 
a - u ( (56) 

VT tp + “<£) } J 

(57) 

(58) 

where 

and 

4 - 

Cl * 3r(*-) 

(59) 

Expressions (55) and (58) represent a system of partial 

differential equations whose solution will give us the tem¬ 

perature and saturation distribution in the element as a 

function of time. 
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G. Solution - Method of Characteristics; 

The solution will he carried out by the method of character- 

(o) 
istics. Lee and Fayers' ' presented a brief summary on the 

methods of characteristics, and we shall refer to them here. 

The quasi-linear equation of first order is 

F(x,y,z) z + G(x,y,z) z = H(x,y,z). (60) 
>y 

It is linear in the partial derivatives of z. 'The properly linear 

equation has the form 

F(x,y) ^ z + G(x,y) > z = zE± (x,y) + HQ (x,y) (6l) 
>y 

The characteristics of equation (60) are curves in the x-y plane 

along which the partial derivatives ^ z and z cannot be 
2>y 

determined uniquely. Along such a curve 

^z dx + ^-z dy = dz , (62) 

3-x >y 

and the derivatives ^ z and ^ z cannot be determined directly 
>x ^y 

from equations (6o) and (62) if 

F 

dx 

G 

ay 
= 0 ; (63) 

that is, if 

dy = _G_ (64) 
dx F 

This ordinary differential equation is said to determine the char¬ 

acteristic curves in the x-y plane. 
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If ^ z and ^ z are to exist along the characteristic 

>x 

curves, which are defined by equation (63), then we must satisfy 

the following compatibility relationships. (These compatibility 

conditions insure that the derivatives, which are indeterminate 

according to equation (64), are constrained to be finite.) 

That is, 

and 

H G 

1 dz dy 

F H 

dx dz 

dz = dy 
H G 

dz = dx 
H F 

0 

0 

(65) 

(66) 

(67) 

(68) 

Equations (67) and (68) are called the "characteristic relations" 

and can in a few cases be solved analytically. Any surface which 

satisfies Equations (64), (67), and (69) is a solution of the 

partial differential Equation (60). For further information on 

this method see reference (10). 

F. J. Fayers^) obtained some theoretical results concerning 

the displacement of a viscous oil by a hot fluid. The method used 

was also by characteristics but without a loss function, and the 

results were obtained by graphical construction. 

In this thesis we present the, problem with a loss function 

and also derive an analytical expression for the fractional flow 

function from field data. 
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Let us then look at the energy equation we have derived and 

apply the method of characteristics. This relation is, in nondi- 

mensional form, 

"cJO1 

-v tsi. _ 
VC 

Taking O^ as a function of and X. gives 

dr -4- <dr = cJo- 

These two relations can be expressed in matrix form as 

1 *\(%\ (- 

v<=ir df j \ ^ ) ’ \ 

If we solve the determinant of the coefficient of (JO) after it 

has been equated to zero, we obtain 

l 

<d Z 
or 

<=± r 
<=ir 

which gives a characteristic direction in the ^ X plane. 

(69) 

(70) 

(71) 

Since <=< is constant, 

^ =• ot C -v- v* :(*) 

If we now put the forcing vector in the determinant and make 

I - 

dt d ©• 
= o 

de- _ _ /Se¬ 

ed r ' 

(72) 

(73) 

Integrating this relation 

gives 

JLW_ -S> “ 

^ _ ^5>d 

or ■& = CT) £ 
-^C (74) 
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The boundary conditions are 

-=. o when 
(75) 

-Q - i when F — o 

If we combine both the second of these conditions with equations 

(72) and (7^) to yield, we get 

<£ ' ^ ^ 

or <2L for ^ ^ (76) 

This equation gives the temperature distribution in the reservoir. 

It also introduces a relation between and f* which will help 

eliminate the temperature from the saturation equation. We again 

recall that the equation holds for a ^ ^ C . If a particular 

time is set, the relation specifies values for 

A graphical description of the method of characteristics will 

help visualize the procedure used in these equations. Figure (6) 

shows a three-dimensional picture in the variables *7 ; f > and 

-O- . The first characteristic, equation (73); tells us that 

*(= constant in the S’, ^ plane; therefore, it is the slope of the 

projection of the TTJ surface on the tf, t plane. cK is a char¬ 

acteristic direction for the system described. 

The other characteristic direction, equation (73); shows that 

is the projection of the surface Thz. on the 7 

plane. 

The intersection of surfaces \ H and Ti\ give the curve L 

in the three-dimensional space. The projection of this curve on 

the ©, X plane is which is the temperature distribution. 



CHARACTERISTIC RELATIONS OF 

THE ENERGY EQUATION 

The intersection of a family of surfaces Hi and a family of 
surfaces Tw. describes a surface which is the solution to the 
partial differential equation. 

Figure 6 
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We can consider TT, to be the surface represented by the first 

characteristic equation and "TT^ to be the surface represented by 

the second characteristic equation. When these two surfaces inter¬ 

sect, we have a curve that lies on the solution surface of the 

equation. The solution surface is defined by a family of inter¬ 

sections of IT, and TT-i. surfaces. 

The fact that is zero for ? can be interpreted 

physically as a temperature wave moving inside the reservoir. 

We now take a look at the saturation equation and apply the 

same procedure. 

- v/, C' ^ = Vt ^ 

cl C A- ds d SoJ 

These equations can be expressed in matrix form as 

<■ 

(77) 

Vr Vl 

as 
(78) 

The first characteristic relation is obtained by setting the deter¬ 

minant of the coefficients equal to zero. 

\ 

or 

dC 

=■ O 

(79) 
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(80) 

The second characteristic equation is 

or 
cU d? I 

TT 

c> 

hut from (76), 

7& = 

l 
i (81) 

(82) 

so equation (8l) can he written as 

cA5_ . - Sk. g-*-*** 
at 

These characteristic relations are shown in Figure 7* The first 

characteristic equation (79) describes a surface 4r, . The second 

relation (8l) describes surface . The intersection of these 

two surfaces gives a curve W-NV which is in the surface of the 

solution of the equation. 

We could obtain another characteristic relation by substituting 

the forcing vector coefficients in the second column of the coeffi¬ 

cient determinant and solving it in a similar way. In that case 

the relation would be in the S, ^ plane. 

In the next section, we show why it is very convenient to use 

relation (83) in the S, 'f plane when we introduce an analytical 

expression for ^ . The solution will then consist in solving 



CHARACTERISTIC RELATIONS OF 

THE DISPLACEMENT EQUATION 

The intersection of a family of surfaces <£, and a family of 
surfaces describes a surface which is the solution of the 

equation. 

Figure 7 
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simultaneous equations. 

dC 

ds - -SkH<L-^x 
d? * 

(84) 

H. Derivation of an Analytical Expression for 

The fractional flow is a function of the mobility ratio; there¬ 

fore, it is a function of saturation and temperature. 

The dependence of on saturation results from the depend¬ 

ence of the relative permeability on saturation. This concept 

was discussed in Section I-A. 

The dependence of -^w on temperature occurs because the vis¬ 

cosity ratio is a function of the temperature. 

Figure 8 expresses the dependence of on saturation and 

temperature for a heavy, viscous crude oil (12-20 API gravity). 

at constant temperature on semilog paper gives Figure 9* As can 

be seen there, the curves are essentially linear. 

If, on the other hand, we plot hs*. versus temperature holdi: 
Aw 

Sw constant, we also obtain straight lines in semilog paper, as 

shown in Figure 10. 

The linearity of the curves of Figure 9 indicate that 

Taking information from these curves to plot versus Sw 

(85) 

and similarly Figure 10 implies that 

(86) 
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Combining these relations and evaluating the constants give 

X> s 1-57 <L 
O.Oifet - 

• (Z. 

or 

+)lo \ + 1-57 <Z. to.oiC.T-II S Sw) * (87) 

Introducing the dimensionless parameters, we obtain 

L- (88) 
\ -v ^ - U.s Sw-) 

This is an analytical expression for which holds between the 

values of % = .80 to = .20 and T = 100°F to T = 500°F. 

If we now look at the expression (83) which has a ratio of 

to ^ we can immediately see that this ratio will be a 

constant. 

t 

L 
25 <z*.p(4~fc4-e» 

[it 5 - ns Sw] 

_ S7.S <ZXF»C4 gA«=> - H S^w) 

lj + 5 <ZxK4-.fc4.& - ' I.SCwJ1 

s - 0.4-05 

(89) 

This relation simplifies our system of equations to the following: 

V/T 57.5 <Z.x'p[4- 44-0 - ll-S CwJ 

<d*S „ 

cL<f 
* - O 

/3 “ f 
.d.03 ii <2. 

</. 

(90) 
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Here we have eliminated by the relation •& - 

for f < and ^ . 
'c!<\ <=>*• 

Our problem then is to solve the system of ordinary differ¬ 

ential equations (90). We will work an example by a numerical 

method and describe it in the next section. 
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IV. EXAMPLE 

The following conditions and physical properties were assumed 

to calculate the temperature and saturation dependence with the use 

of the system of equations derived in Section III: 

L = 100 ft = Horizontal dimension of the formation 

^wi = 0.20 = Initial water saturation 

Soc, = o.8o 

^o«. = 0.20 

Too. = 100°F 

To = 500°F 

Pr = 160 lbs/ft5 

Pwu<>= 62.0 lbs/ft’ 

PwL^= 49.0 lbs/ft5 

^,..= 58-0 lbs/ft5 

fk =54.0 lbs/ft’ 
C&o 

1.0 

-W = 1.06 
s*° lbm°F 

3o = 0.54 IO« y 

= Initial oil saturation 

= Residual oil saturation (oil that remains 

in the reservoir after flooding.) 

= Initial reservoir temperature 

= Fluid injection temperature 

= Density of rock matrix 

= Water density at 100°F 

= Water density at 500°F 

= Oil density at 100°F 

= Oil density at 500°F 

= Specific heat at constant pressure 

of water at 100°F 

= Specific heat at constant pressure 

of water at 500°F 

= Specific heat of oil at constant 

pressure at 100°F 

= Specific heat of oil at constant 

pressure at 500°F 

lbm° F 

lbn^F 

~&TU 

lbm°F 
0.60 
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Cr = 

4> - 

k" = 

> = 

The solution 

0.23 

0.20 

~&ru 

2.0 
ft1 lir°P 

= Specific heat at constant volume 

for rock matrix 

= Porosity 

= Thermal conductivity of overlying 

and underlying formations 

= Thickness of producing formation 1.00 ft 

was obtained for different total fluid velocities 

of 1 ft/hr, 2 ft/hr, 4 ft/hr, and 8 ft/hr. 

With the above data and equation (56), we obtain a value of 

oi = I.15. The heat loss parameter (equation 56) depends on Vr 

and h, where h is the heat transfer coefficient to the overlying and 

underlying formations. 

Calculations were made for two different assumptions regarding 

1. The h term is taken to be constant, which implies that (3 is a 

function of only tV . 

2. The term h is considered to vary with time so that will 

be a function of Vr and time. 

In order to arrive to a functional form for h, let us consider 

the problem of heat conduction in a semi-infinite slab originally at 

temperature and whose surface is raised to temperature at 

time t = 0. As shown in Figure 15, the coordinate y is measured 

inward from the surface of the slab. 

Figure 15 
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It can be shown that^^ 

_ ^ , , n<-£t z-z- (z-zjzj. * * w 
where y is the direction of heat flow and k" the thermal conductivity 

of the overlying and underlying formations. Here 

Sfc** = temperature everywhere in slab for o • identical to /«»» 

w/o = temperature at y = 0 for £>o ; identical to T. 

X = temperature at any y / 0 at ^ >o 

We have expressed the heat flux as a heat transfer coefficient times 

a temperature difference, or In <$J~ . With this concept and Figure 15, 

we can see that 

4--^TL- ^r'r~) (92) 
Differentiating equation (9l) and evaluating at y = 0, we have 

h = 2*'' - (93) 

/ 
/ T 

Taking the average value from t = 0 to t = gives 

4- -Ik-^ 
This unfortunately becomes infinite as o . 

If In is defined by the relation 

(94) 

+ k" TTL Z 
44- 

(95) 

will go to the value k" as and will tend to the form 

-s / fr" n-fr* as 7   •» • The value for k!' corresponds to heat 
^ V 7TZ c. 

transfer by conduction where the temperature gradient is ( T*— •*»“ ) per 

unit length. 
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In order to carry out the numerical integration of equations (90), 

the following difference equations have been used: 

AS - 4-03 ^ ^ f 

Mr 57.5 <z<r> 

[ l + 5cCxf>[_4.64<L-(V^T- U.S^]2- 
AZ 

(96) 

If we pick ATT > we can calculate A? with equation (b) on the basis 

of the initial conditions 

Sw @ C =. c> = - O.So 

X Q "C =■ o = = o 

The new i? will be 

^4t - ^ 

With this A^ , we can calculate AS from (a) and the new satura¬ 

tion, is 

<£s.S 

In this case, AS is negative. 

In the next section, we show the results of this numerical inte¬ 

gration. 
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V. RESULTS 

Figure 11 shows the temperature dependence on time and distance 

for \A-= U^Xr- \ “z i— , 4- it OU^A. % it 

Figure 12 shows the saturation dependence on time and distance 

for Vr - l-o . z. , 4 ii- ««<J ? £ 
W<r > Wr- Wr ’ Wtr 

Figure 13a and 13b show the relative temperature by assuming 

the thermal conduction to be a function of time. These values were 

calculated for 'Ar *■ z.o it and yJr = 4-.o respectively. 

Figure l4a and l4b show the relative increase in saturation 

distribution in the reservoir after the flood front has arrived to 

the production well. These values were calculated for vr - z.o 

and ^rs 4*.® .fc£ respectively. 
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RELATIVE INCREASE IN SATURATION IN THE 
RESERVOIR AFTER THE FRONT HAS ARRIVED 
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FRACTIONAL DISTANCE FROM INJECTION WELL 

Figure 14 b 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

From the observed results we can state the following conclusions 

1. Higher flow rates are preferable in order to obtain 

higher temperature values in the reservoir. This im¬ 

plies a porous media with high permeability to allow 

these flow rates. 

2. The relative increase in temperature by considering 

the heat losses time dependent rather than constant, 

is greater at low flow rates than it is at higher rates. 

(Figure 13 (a) and 13 (b).) 

3. The relative increase in saturation for time dependent 

rather than constant heat losses, is also more effective 

at lower flow rates. (Figure l4 (a) and l4 (b).) 

4. The assumption of constant coefficients and of equal 

heat capacities per unit volume for oil and water en¬ 

able us to decouple the equations and as J. Fayers 

suggested, to improve the model by including the heat 

losses. The qualitative behavior should be similar to 

the general case, in which fluid properties vary with 

temperature and volumetric specific heats of the oil and 

water are not equal. 

For a first approach to the problem we can obtain significant 

information regarding the relative increase in temperature and satu¬ 

ration by different flow rates and functions of the heat transfer 

coefficient. 
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Suggestions for further work: 

In order to compare these results to a more rigorous case, one 

could carry this same analysis by solving the coupled system with a 

heat loss function. Also, it could be extended to a radial case, and 

the results could be compared with the method suggested by Marx and 

Langenheim. 

A numerical method should be developed for treating the case in 

which vapor as well as liquid oil and water are present. This would 

be very involved, but it would be essential for a thorough investi¬ 

gation of the steam flood process. 

Also, it can be noticed that the losses would be inversely propor¬ 

tional to the thickness of the formation; therefore, a range of values 

of D should be taken in the calculations. 
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VII. APPENDIX 1 

NOMENCLATURE 

B vr 

u = 

(3 - 

I 

’l?* SSLCr*) 
 VA L  

Cwu. = Specific heat at constant pressure for water. 

Cwv = Specific heat at constant pressure for water vapor. 

COL = Specific heat at constant pressure for oil. 

C«w = Specific heat at constant pressure for oil vapor. 

C r = Specific heat at constant volume for rock matrix. 

= internal energy of water. 

= Internal energy of water vapor. 

= Internal energy of oil. 

(L<n = Internal energy of oil vapor. 

<2. i- = Internal energy of rock matrix. 

h = Heat transfer coefficient to the overlying and underlying 

formations. 

hsvi. = Enthalpy of water. 

hwr = Enthalpy of water vapor. 

V\t><. = Enthalpy of oil. 

Ao«- = Enthalpy of oil vapor. 

D = Thickness of the formation 
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k. = Absolute permeability. 

= Thermal conductivity of the reservoir in the direction of 
flow. 

k = Thermal conductivity of overlying and underlying formations 

few = Effective permeability to water. 

kwv = Effective permeability to water vapor, 

ko = Effective permeability to oil. 

krW = Relative permeability to water, 

kro = Relative permeability to oil. 

v^wi_= Water mass flow rate per unit area. 

yT. = Water vapor mass flow rate per unit area. 

VY\OL = Oil mass flow rate per unit area. 

= Oil vapor mass flow rate per unit area. 

P-w- Density of water. 

= Density of water vapor, 

fou = Density of oil. 

= Density of oil vapor. 

= Density of rock matrix. 

Swu = Water saturation. 

= Water vapor saturation, 

c = Oil saturation. 
OOU 

<^ov _ oil vapor saturation. 

= Vapor saturation = S^y = SoV • 

T = Reservoir temperature at any time t after injection. 
To = Injection temperature. 
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T—. 

rz/io 

■e- = 

t .. 

z ■■ 

tf«1 ■■ 

Vo t ! 

r„ 
x 

'i 

fi 

A 

7~-7^ , 

~7Z— 

= Original reservoir temperature.- 

= Temperature in overlying and underlying formations at any 
time tT after injection. 

= Temperature of overlying and underlying formations at ^ »<* 

= Original temperature of overlying and underlying formations. 

= Nondimensional temperature = 

= Time. 

= Dimensionless time = W £ » 
t— 

Water velocity per unit area per unit time. 

Water vapor velocity per unit area per unit time. 

Oil vapor velocity per unit area per unit time. 

Oil vapor velocity per unit area per unit time. 

Distance from injection point in the direction of flow. 

Nondimensional distance 

Direction of heat flow in overlying formation. 

Porosity. 

Mobility ratio. 
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